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In wireless sensor network applications where data gathered by different sensor nodes is
correlated, not all sensor nodes need to be active for the wireless sensor network to be
functional. Given that the sensor nodes that are selected as active form a connected wire-
less network, the inactive sensor nodes can be turned off. Allowing some sensor nodes to
be active and some sensor nodes inactive interchangably during the lifecycle of the appli-
cation helps the wireless sensor network to have a longer lifetime. The problem of deter-
mining a set of active sensor nodes in a correlated data environment for a fully operational
wireless sensor network can be formulated as an instance of the connected correlation-
dominating set problem. In this work, our contribution is twofold; we propose an effective
and runtime-efﬁcient iterative improvement heuristic to solve the active sensor node
determination problem, and a beneﬁt function that aims to minimize the number of active
sensor nodes while maximizing the residual energy levels of the selected active sensor
nodes. Extensive simulations we performed show that the proposed approach achieves a
good performance in terms of both network lifetime and runtime efﬁciency.
 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are composed of a
large number of spatially distributed sensor nodes that
are limited in power. These sensor nodes are equipped
with three main components to cooperatively collect infor-
mation about a monitored region. These three main com-
ponents of a sensor node are a processing unit with
limited capability, environment sensors and a short-range
wireless transceiver. By the use of these components, sen-
sor nodes can form a multi-hop wireless network and
transmit the sensed data about the monitored environ-
ment to a data gathering node. Sensors are able to obtain
information about the monitored environment including
but not limited to temperature, humidity, pressure, sound
and motion. Some WSN applications include environment
and habitat monitoring, health-care assistance, homeautomation, industrial process monitoring and control,
and battleﬁeld and border surveillance.
Limited energy availability in sensor nodes makes net-
work lifetime an important issue in WSN applications. To
extend the network lifetime, energy efﬁcient wireless sen-
sor network protocols and algorithms have been devised in
the literature. Node clustering, in-network data processing,
data fusion and network coding are some of the measures
taken to reduce the amount of data that is processed,
sensed or transmitted. Minimization of energy spent in
processing, sensing and transmitting of data allows sensor
nodes to save energy. Such energy savings help to extend
the lifetime of WSN applications.
In some WSN applications, not all sensor nodes are
required to be active (turned on, thus spending energy)
in order for the WSN application to be fully functional.
One example to these types of applications can be environ-
ment monitoring applications. In these types of applica-
tions, exploiting the inherent data correlations among the
sensor devices may help to prolong the network lifetime
extensively. The data correlations between the sensor
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gion and sensor node deployment such as the proximity of
the sensor nodes. Moreover, correlations may be static (not
changing over time) for some applications, especially for
applications where data sensed by sensor nodes depend
on the location of the nodes. In such applications, as long
as sensor node are static (not moving), the data sensed will
be location-dependent and there will be static correlations
among the data sensed by nearby nodes.
The data correlations among sensor nodes can be mod-
eled as a set of two-tuples, where each tuple contains a
source set of nodes that infers a sensor node. When a
source set is selected into the active sensor node set, the
sensor node inferred by that source set may stay inactive.
In these types of WSN applications, since the data of some
sensor nodes can be inferred from the data of some other
nodes, it is crucial to determine the set of active sensor
nodes that can be sufﬁcient to infer the data of inactive
sensor nodes. In such scenarios, only the active sensor
nodes need to sense, process and transmit data. The inac-
tive nodes will be turned off and therefore they will not
spend any energy as long as they remain inactive.
In this work, we aim to ﬁnd an effective and runtime-
efﬁcient centralized active sensor node selection heuristics
for correlated data gathering in WSNs to prolong the sen-
sor network lifetime. For this purpose, we model the active
node determination problem as an instance of the con-
nected correlation-dominating set problem [1]. In con-
nected correlation-dominating set problem, given a
network and correlation information about which node
subsets, i.e., source sets, infer which other nodes, we are
interested in ﬁnding a set of (dominating) nodes that can
infer the (correlated) data of the rest of the nodes. Gupta
et al. [1] proposes a sophisticated but time-consuming
constructive L-hop centralized heuristic. The objective of
the L-hop centralized heuristic is to construct a connected
correlation-dominating set with minimum number of ac-
tive sensor nodes. In order to achieve this task, the L-hop
centralized heuristic uses a beneﬁt function that only takes
into account the number of active sensor nodes while not
considering the remaining energy levels of selected active
nodes. Hence, our contribution in this work is twofold:
 We propose an iterative active sensor node determina-
tion (IAND) heuristic, which is both effective and run-
time-efﬁcient. The IAND heuristic is composed of a
greedy constructive heuristic followed by an iterative
improvement heuristic to ﬁnd an effective and run-
time-efﬁcient correlation-dominating set for WSNs.
 We deﬁne an energy-aware beneﬁt function that is used
by both the greedy constructive heuristic and the itera-
tive improvement heuristic of IAND.
Given a large correlation data set as the input, the pur-
pose of the greedy constructive heuristic is to construct a
correlation-dominating set in a runtime-efﬁcient manner.
The iterative improvement heuristic is executed after the
greedy constructive heuristic to improve the energy quality
of the active sensor nodes selected by the greedy construc-
tive heuristic. By energy quality we mean the residual en-
ergy levels of the active sensor nodes. The bigger is theresidual energy, the better the energy quality is. The basic
move operation in the iterative improvement heuristic is
the swap of an already selected sensor node in the current
correlation-dominating set with a set of unselected source
sets. The objective in a swap operation is to ﬁnd a set of
unselected source sets that achieves the maximum amount
of improvement in the energy quality of theWSN under the
constraint of preserving the correlation-dominating set
property. We formulate the problem of ﬁnding a good
unselected source set for swapping a given sensor node as
a subproblem of the original correlation-dominating set
problem. The iterative improvement heuristic uses the 0-
hop centralized heuristic of Gupta et al. [1] to construct a
solution to this swap subproblem. Although the 0-hop cen-
tralized heuristic is slowwith a large correlation data set as
the input, it generates a better selection of active sensor
nodes, in terms of sensor network lifetime, compared to
that of the greedy constructive heuristic with small-scale
correlation data as the input in the swap subproblem.
A correlation-dominating set constructed by the IAND
heuristic does not necessarily have to result in a connected
wireless network. To achieve wireless connectivity among
active sensor nodes, we use the minimum Steiner tree
construction heuristic [2]. The objective of the minimum
Steiner tree heuristic is to construct a connected wireless
network by adding the minimum number of additional
nodes into the active sensor nodes set. Thus, the minimum
Steiner tree forms the connected correlation-dominating
set from the correlation-dominating set constructed by
the IAND heuristic.
We performed extensive simulations to observe the
performance of the IAND heuristics in Section 5. Further-
more, we compared our results with a recent and state-
of-the-art solution to the active sensor node determination
problem proposed in [1]. We evaluate the heuristics in
terms of sensor network lifetime and runtime efﬁciency
and show that we are able to achieve considerably better
results than the existing solution to the problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, we discuss the related work and in Section 3 we give a
formal deﬁnition of the problem. In Section 4, we describe
our solution approach and detail our IAND heuristic. In
Section 5, we provide the results of our simulation experi-
ments done to evaluate the performance of our IAND ap-
proach. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude our work.2. Related work
In WSNs having data correlations between sensor
nodes, reducing the total number of bits transmitted to
the data gathering node is a common approach to reduce
energy consumption and prolong the network lifetime.
Some approaches to achieve a longer network lifetime in
a correlated data environment include using clusters for
data aggregation, constructing data aggregation trees, uti-
lizing network coding, using probabilistic models and con-
structing correlation-dominating sets.
Clustering in WSNs is a rather well studied topic [3]. On
one hand, there are generic clustering algorithms for WSNs
such as HEED [4] and LEACH [5] that do not consider data
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studies the effect of partially correlated data on the perfor-
mance of clustering algorithms. It uses random geometry
methodologies [7] to analyze the energy consumption for
forwarding data in a multi-hop sensor network. Further-
more the authors combine the result they obtain with rate
distortion theory [8]. This way the authors provide a math-
ematical analysis framework to study the energy con-
sumption and network lifetime when there are arbitrary
data correlations between sensor nodes. The analysis
framework allows to determine the optimal tuning of the
cluster-head selection probability to balance the trade-off
between energy consumption and network lifetime in
clustering algorithms for WSNs.
To reduce the number of transmissions performed in
the network [9], devises the Clustered Aggregation (CAG)
mechanism, which provides approximate results to aggre-
gate queries using the spatial data correlations among sen-
sor nodes. CAG selects a set of cluster-heads, which
correspond to a correlation-dominating set, using a simple
localized scheme during the query propagation phase. The
main pitfall of CAG is that it uses a simple notion of corre-
lation, where the edges of the forwarding tree constitute
the correlations for the selection of cluster-heads and con-
necting sensor nodes.
A recent work on the subject, GRASS [10], provides exact
and heuristic approaches to ﬁnd a minimum number of
aggregation points while routing data to the data gathering
node such that the network lifetime is maximized. In
GRASS, correlations refer to sensor nodes’ readings, which
overlap statistically as they monitor the same event. These
overlappings are used in GRASS to represent the relations
among the gathered data. GRASS solves the aggregator
selection and routing problems jointly at the data gathering
node and then sends the results to the sensor nodes. This
way, an optimal solution that is obtained by the data gath-
ering nodewill result in an optimal routing and aggregation
strategy.
Constructing data aggregation trees [11–14] is another
approach to reduce the amount of data transmitted by
the sensor nodes and prolong the network lifetime. This
approach allows data aggregation at the intermediate
nodes of the data aggregation tree. The proposed methods
by Goel and Estrin [11] construct efﬁcient data aggregation
trees that are rooted at the data gathering node. Similarly,
work by Enachescu et al. [12] propose a randomized tree
construction algorithm that achieves a constant factor
approximation of the optimal tree for grid network topol-
ogies. In both works, the correlations are speciﬁc to aggre-
gation, where multiple data values can be compressed into
a data value of deﬁned size. The correlation structure that
we consider is more general in the sense that the data of
the given set of sensor nodes can be compressed depend-
ing on the correlation structure available in the network.
Another approach is taken by Luo et al. [13] where a ran-
domized approximation algorithm, namely the minimum
fusion Steiner tree (MFST), takes into account not only
the data transmission cost but also the data fusion cost.
Utilizing network coding to efﬁciently gather correlated
data has been investigated by several studies [15–17]. For-
eign-coding and self-coding are proposed by Rickenbachand Wattenhofer [15]. In these coding techniques, they
devise algorithms to construct optimal (minimumweighted
number of bit transmissions) and near-optimal data-
gathering trees. Work by Chou et al. [16] devise a method
to reduce the number of bits transmitted where the data
gathering node is informed about the data correlations be-
tween sensor nodes. The data correlations that are realized
by the data gathering node are then used to inform the sen-
sor nodes about the number of bits they should use for
encoding their sensed data. A pitfall of this approach is that
it assumes a star topology and does not aim to reduce the
number of bits transmitted in the network. Two approaches
to optimize the transmission structure and the rate alloca-
tion determination at the sensor nodes is proposed by
Baltasar et al. [17]. Their ﬁrst approach allows nodes to
use joint coding of correlated data without explicit commu-
nication where routing and coding are separated. This re-
sults in complex data coding and also global network
knowledge is needed for an optimal solution. Their second
approach allows nodes to exploit the data correlation only
by receiving explicit side information fromother nodes. This
way, the correlation structure is exploited through commu-
nication and joint aggregate coding/decoding locally at each
node. This results in easy data coding and relies only on
locally available data as side information. However, it
should be noted that optimizing the routing structure in
the approach becomes quite complex.
Another approach for correlated data gathering in
WSNs is use of probabilistic WSN models. The work by
Deshpande et al. [18] develop correlation models for WSNs
based on initial sensor readings and by using learning
algorithms. According to the proposed model, for a given
query, possible costs of data acquisition strategies are pre-
dicted. Then, the authors propose a simple polynomial-
time heuristic for choosing the best way of collecting data
by the minimization of the associated costs. This approach
provides a novel framework for realizing and predicting
the correlations among the sensor nodes. However, our
work differs from [18] by utilizing correlations instead of
deriving correlations. The work of Deshpande et al. [18] fo-
cuses on how correlations are realized and utilized in a
WSN. Our work, on the other hand, focuses on prolonging
the lifetime of WSNs by effectively and efﬁciently selecting
active nodes when a set of correlations are already deﬁned
and given. By taking correlation information as input, we
focus on an active node selection solution that is energy-
aware, effective and runtime-efﬁcient.
A very recent solution to the connected correlation-
dominating set problem in the context of WSNs is given
by Gupta et al. [1]. The authors propose a centralized
approximation algorithm called the L-hop centralized heu-
ristic. The objective of the L-hop centralized heuristic is to
ﬁnd a correlation-dominating set with minimum number
of nodes. The L-hop centralized heuristic is composed of
two phases. The ﬁrst phase constructs a correlation-
dominating set and the second phase runs a Steiner tree
approximation algorithm [2] to connect the correlation-
dominating set constructed in the ﬁrst phase. The complex-
ity of the L-hop centralized heuristic is O(nm2gL), where n is
the number of sensor nodes in the network, m is the
number of correlations, g is the maximum degree of a
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nodes and L is the hop count used in the heuristic.
There are two main drawbacks of the L-hop centralized
heuristic algorithm. The ﬁrst drawback is its high computa-
tional complexity. In a dense WSN, the execution time of
the algorithm becomes unexpectedly high. Gupta et al. [1]
suggests that best results that are closest to the optimum
solution set are obtained by taking the L value as 1. How-
ever our simulation results in Section 5.3 report that choos-
ing the L value as 1 as opposed to 0, only produces a small
increase in the network lifetime while having a dramati-
cally better runtime performance. The second drawback is
the limited energy awareness of the L-hop centralized heu-
ristic. The heuristic tries to increase the sensor network life-
time by only selecting the minimum number of sensor
nodes. However, it does not consider the residual energy
levels of the sensor nodes while constructing the correla-
tion-dominating set. In this work, we develop an iterative
improvement heuristic as a solution to the ﬁrst drawback
by achieving an effective and runtime-efﬁcient correla-
tion-dominating set andwe devise an energy-aware beneﬁt
function as a solution to the second drawback. Therefore,
we solve the same problem as in [1], but in a more run-
time-efﬁcient and network lifetime effective way, as our
simulations show. Furthermore, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the only proposal for solving the connected correla-
tion-dominating set problem as deﬁned by Gupta et al. [1]
is provided by the work of Gupta et al. [1], therefore we
believe that our contribution is an improvement for solving
the connected correlation-dominating set problem in a
runtime-efﬁcient and energy-aware manner.
3. Problem deﬁnition
We represent aWSN as a two-tupleW ¼ ðN ; CÞ. Here,N
represents the set of sensor nodes and C represents the set
of correlations among sensor nodes. In C, each correlation
is represented as a two-tuple C = (S,s), where source set S
contains the source sensor nodes and s is the inferred node.
The correlation C = (S,s) means that when source sensor
nodes in set S are active nodes in the WSN, sensor node s
may stay inactive. This would result in energy saving in
node s as it will not need to process, sense or transmit
any data. In our work we assume that sensor node correla-
tions (i.e., the source sets and their inferred nodes) are gi-
ven a priori and are time-invariant (static).
Let Nodes(S) denote the set of sensor nodes constituting
the source set S. We extend the Nodes() operator to denote
the sensor nodes that constitute a set eS of source sets, i.e.,
NodesðeSÞ ¼[
S2eS
NodesðSÞ: ð1Þ
Let Infer(S) denote the set of sensor nodes that are inferred
by the source set S, i.e.,
InferðSÞ ¼ fs : ðS; sÞ 2 Cg: ð2Þ
We extend the Infer() operator to denote the set of nodes
inferred by a set eS of source sets, i.e.,
InferðeSÞ ¼[
S2eS
InferðSÞ: ð3ÞLet SrcSet(s) denote the set of source sets that contain node
s, i.e.,
SrcSetðsÞ ¼ fS : ðS; sÞ 2 Cg: ð4Þ
It should be noted that the correlations are not transitive.
That is, Infer(S1) = S2 and Infer(S2) = S3 does not imply
Infer(S1) = S3.
The problem of selecting the minimum number of sen-
sor nodes while keeping the WSN fully operational can be
formulated as an instance of the connected correlation-
dominating set problem [1]. For a given sensor network
W ¼ ðN ; CÞ, a set M of source sets is called a connected
correlation-dominating set if the following two conditions
hold:
1. For each sensor node s R NodesðMÞ, there is a source
set S#M such that (S,s) is a correlation in C.
2. The communication subnetwork induced by NodesðMÞ
is connected, and NodesðMÞ contains the data-gather-
ing node.
Here, NodesðMÞ denotes the set of sensor nodes that
form the connected correlation-dominating set, i.e.,
NodesðMÞ ¼
[
S2M
NodesðSÞ: ð5Þ
The connected correlation-dominating set problem is NP-
hard, since the less general minimum dominating set
problem is well-known to be NP-hard [19]. Therefore, we
should use heuristics for solving the problem.4. Iterative active sensor node determination (IAND)
heuristic
In order to effectively and efﬁciently solve the connected
correlation-dominating set problem forwireless sensor net-
works, we devise a fast energy-aware greedy constructive
heuristic that is followed by an iterative improvement heu-
ristic. The proposed approach is referred to here as the iter-
ative active node determination (IAND) heuristic. Both the
greedy constructive heuristic and iterative improvement
heuristic use an energy-aware beneﬁt function for the
determination of which nodes to keep active in the WSN.
4.1. Energy aware beneﬁt function
The beneﬁt function BðS;MÞ used by Gupta et al. [1]
determines the number of newly inferred nodes per new
source node added to set NodesðMÞ. Therefore the beneﬁt
function tries to select the highest number of newly in-
ferred nodes while keeping the number of newly added
source nodes to NodesðMÞ the smallest. This way set
NodesðMÞ is constructed by selecting the minimum num-
ber of nodes, while inferring the maximum number of
nodes. The beneﬁt function BðS;MÞ is as follows:
BðS;MÞ ¼ Number of newly inferred nodes by S
Number of new source nodes added to NodesðMÞ
¼ jInferðSÞ  InferðMÞjjNodesðSÞ NodesðMÞj : ð6Þ
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extend the beneﬁt function in Eq. (6) by adding energy
awareness. For this purpose, we introduce an energy
awareness function EðS;MÞ:
EðS;MÞ¼Energy average of new source nodes added toNodesðMÞ
Energy average of newly inferred nodes by S
¼EavgðNodesðSÞNodesðMÞÞ
EavgðInferðSÞ InferðMÞÞ :
ð7Þ
We obtain the new energy aware beneﬁt function by com-
bining BðS;MÞ and EðS;MÞ, where the primary beneﬁt va-
lue is considered as BðS;MÞ and the secondary beneﬁt
value is considered as EðS;MÞ. The energy aware beneﬁt
function is outlined in Algorithm 1. The source set with
the higher primary beneﬁt value is assumed to have a
higher beneﬁt value. If two source sets have primary ben-
eﬁt values that are close to each other, i.e., their absolute
difference is smaller than , then the secondary beneﬁt va-
lue determines which source set has the higher beneﬁt va-
lue. Consider a beneﬁt value comparison of two source sets
S1 and S2 for possible inclusion into M. If absðBðS1;MÞ
BðS2;MÞÞ <  then the source set with higher EðS;MÞ is as-
sumed to have a higher beneﬁt value. Otherwise, source set
with higher BðS;MÞ value is assumed to have a higher ben-
eﬁt value. The purpose of the energy-aware beneﬁt func-
tion is to select the minimum possible number of sensor
nodes while preserving the energy quality of the selected
nodes as much as possible.
Algorithm 1. Energy aware beneﬁt function
We prefer geometric averaging scheme in the computa-
tion of EðS;MÞ. The geometric average of a given a set {e1-
, e2, . . . , en} of data is computed as
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e1; e2; . . . ; enn
p
. Another
approach could have been using arithmetic averaging
scheme. Furthermore, instead of averaging, a min–max ap-
proach could have also been taken where EðS;MÞwould be
the minimum energy value of the new sensor node in the
source set divided by the maximum energy value of the
new sensor node in the newly inferred nodes set.
For a given dataset with a ﬁxed arithmetic average, geo-
metric averaging gives higher results for lower variations
in the data values. That is why we prefer using the geomet-
ric averaging scheme rather than the arithmetic averagingscheme. For example, consider a source set S1 with two
new source nodes whose energy values are 1 and 19. Also
consider a second source set S2 with again two new source
nodes whose energy values are 10 and 10. Assume that
both source sets infer one new node whose energy value
is 20. Because BðS1;MÞ ¼ BðS2;MÞ, the secondary metric
will decide which source set to be selected. If arithmetic
averaging would be used, this would have resulted in
EðS1;MÞ ¼ EðS2;MÞ ¼ 0:5. However, it is obvious that S1
should deﬁnitely have a lower beneﬁt value since source
set S2 will likely be able to live longer than S1. If geometric
averaging would be used, this would have resulted in
EðS1;MÞ ’ 0:2175 and EðS2;MÞ ¼ 0:5 which is desirable
as selection of S2 would likely result in a longer network
lifetime.
When compared with the max–min approach, geomet-
ric averaging performs better in such cases. Consider a
source set S3 with two new source nodes whose energy
values are 10 and 40. Also consider a second source set
S4 with again two new source nodes whose energy values
are 10 and 10. Assume both source sets infer one new node
whose energy value is 20. Because BðS3;MÞ ¼ BðS4;MÞ, the
secondary metric will decide which source set to be se-
lected. If max–min approach would be used, this would
have resulted in EðS3;MÞ ¼ EðS4;MÞ ¼ 0:5. However, if
geometric averaging would be used, this would have re-
sulted in EðS3;MÞ ¼ 1 and E(S4,M) = 0.5 which is desirable
as selection of S3 would likely result in a longer network
lifetime.
During simulations, we observe that using geometric
averaging in computing the EðS;MÞ values prolongs the
network lifetime most when combined with the iterative
improvement heuristic. The details of the trade-off be-
tween these three beneﬁt functions are given in Section
5.3.4.2. Greedy constructive heuristic
We introduce the greedy constructive heuristic, which
generates acorrelation-dominating set from the given set
C of data correlations as the input. The constructed correla-
tion-dominating set will be an input to the iterative
improvement heuristic for reﬁnement. The purpose of the
greedy constructive heuristic is to perform the active sen-
sor node selection as fast as possible for a large data corre-
lation input. The purpose of the greedy constructive
heuristic is not to ﬁnd the best or the minimum set of ac-
tive sensor nodes. It is intended to be used together with
the iterative improvement heuristic so that the energy
quality of the selected active sensor nodes can be further
improved. The greedy constructive heuristic uses the en-
ergy-aware beneﬁt function for computing the beneﬁt val-
ues of source sets.
Our constructive heuristic brieﬂy works as follows. It
ﬁrst computes the energy-aware beneﬁt values for each
source set through a single sequential pass over the given
source sets. Then the source sets are sorted using a quick-
sort-based algorithm [20] into decreasing order according
to the energy-aware beneﬁt values. Finally, source sets
with higher beneﬁt are added to set M until M becomes
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ristic is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. greedyConstructiveHeuristic
For the sake of runtime efﬁciency, the source sets are
maintained in compressed form in two one-dimensional
arrays srcNodeIndexArray and srcNodeArray. The IDs of the
source sensor nodes that belong to the source set S are
stored in srcNodeArray at the indices beginning from
srcNodeIndexArray[S] to srcNodeIndexArray[S + 1]  1. The
inferred nodes are also maintained in compressed form in
two one-dimensional arraysinferredNodeIndexArray and
inferredNodeArray. The IDs of the inferred sensor nodes by
the source set S are stored in inferredNodeArray at the indi-
ces beginning from inferredNodeIndexArray[S] toinferredN-
odeIndexArray[S + 1]  1. The data structures that are
output of the greedy constructive heuristic are the setMAr-
ray that corresponds to M and the nodesInSetMArray that
corresponds to NodesðMÞ. The setMArray stores 1 in its ith
index if the source set with ID i is in setM or 0 otherwise.
Similarly the nodesInSetMArray stores 1 in its jth index if the
node with ID j is inside a source set that is in NodesðMÞ.4.3. Iterative improvement heuristic
The selected set of active sensor nodes that constitute
the correlation-dominating set found by the constructive
heuristic is an initial solution to our iterative improvement
heuristic. The purpose of our iterative improvement heuris-
tic is to go through the initial solution and try to improve
the quality of the selected active sensor nodes while
preserving the correlation-dominating set property. Our
iterative improvement heuristic is outlined in Algorithm 3.
The iterative improvement heuristic is composed of 4
phases;
1. Induction of source sets that are not in M due to the
sensor nodes of source sets in M.
2. Identiﬁcation and removal of redundant nodes in
NodesðMÞ.
3. Performing a sequence of swaps between selected sen-
sor nodes and unselected source sets to improve the
energy quality of M.4. Identiﬁcation and removal of redundant nodes in
NodesðMÞ.
Algorithm 3. Iterative Improvement Heuristic
1 //First phase;
2 sourceSetsInduction()
3 //Second phase;
4 eliminateRedundantNodes()
5 //Third phase;
6 performSwaps()
7 //Forth phase;
8 eliminateRedundantNodes()
For the ﬁrst phase, a subset eS of source sets in M may
already contain the sensor nodes of another source set Sj
that is not in M. Source sets such as Sj are said to be in-
duced by M. That is,
[
Si2eS
NodesðSiÞ  NodesðSjÞ; where Sj R M: ð8Þ
These induced source sets are the ones that are not se-
lected by the constructive heuristic but do exist. Such
an induced source set exist when the source sensor
nodes in NodesðMÞ are considered, but its nodes are
probably in different source sets. Therefore, without add-
ing any further nodes to NodesðMÞ, more source sets can
be considered to exist in M. Induction of new source
sets increases the number of source sets in M and the
number of sensor nodes inferred by M. This increases
the degrees of freedom of the iterative improvement
heuristic, which in turn increases the possibility of iden-
tiﬁcation and deletion of redundant sensor nodes in
phases 2 and 4, and increases the possibility of perform-
ing more swaps in phase 3 to enhance the energy qual-
ity of M. For example, consider S1 2 M; S2 2 M and
S3 R M. Let Nodes(S1) = {s1,s4,s5} and Infer(S1) = {s7}, and
Nodes(S2) = {s2,s9} and Infer(S2) = {s10}. Let Nodes(S3) =
{s1,s2} and Infer(S3) = {s3}. Since S1 and S2 induce S3, S3
can be added to M without any cost, and s3 can be con-
sidered as a new induced node. This phase is outlined in
Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4. sourceSetsInductionFunction
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sensor nodes in NodesðMÞ are identiﬁed and removed from
M. A sensor node s is said to be redundant in NodesðMÞ if
the following two conditions hold:
1. There is a source set S 2 M where S infers sensor
node s and does not contain s as its source sensor
node. That is, 9 S 2M such that s R S and
s 2 Infer(S).
2. The sensor nodes that are inferred by the source sets
that contain s are already inferred by other source set
(s) in M. That is, 9 S#M such that InferðSÞ  Infer
ðSrcSetðsÞÞ and S \ SrcSetðsÞ ¼ ;.
The number of active sensor nodes in wireless sensor
networks is a very important factor on the network life-
time. If a sensor network has a large number of active sen-
sor nodes, these sensor nodes will need to transmit their
sensed data to the data gathering node. Due to multi-hop
data routing, each forwarded data item will consume some
energy from the relaying sensor node. This will affect the
overall network lifetime since having more active sensor
nodes will cause a faster reduction in the energy levels of
the sensor nodes. Therefore it is very important to keep
the number of active sensor nodes in the WSN as small
as possible. For this purpose, in the iterative improvement
heuristic, this phase allows to delete redundant sensor
nodes from NodesðMÞ. This phase deletes these redundant
sensor nodes while preserving the correlation-dominating
set property of the selected active sensor node set. Deletion
of redundant sensor nodes will cause less network trafﬁc
without sacriﬁcing the correct operation of the sensor net-
work. This will help the sensor network to have a longer
lifetime. The pseudocode of this phase is provided in Algo-
rithm 5.
In Algorithm 5, the ﬁrst two for loops (lines 1–5) com-
pute the inference count for each sensor node. Here, the
inference count for sensor node s denotes the number of
source sets that infer s. Then, the algorithm checks
whether each sensor node s in NodesðMÞ can be elimi-
nated. For this purpose, the algorithm checks the inference
count of each sensor node r that is inferred by the source
sets that contain s. If the inference count of any sensor
node r is smaller than or equal to 1, it means that there
is at most one source set that infers r. Therefore, elimina-
tion of s from NodesðMÞ should not be allowed as it will
leave r as an uninferred node. If r would remain as unin-
ferred, setM would no longer be a correlation-dominating
set. The if statement (lines 16–22) is executed if s can be
removed from NodesðMÞ. In that case, s is removed from
NodesðMÞ, the source sets that contain s as a source sensor
node are removed from M and ﬁnally the inference count
of each sensor node that is no longer inferred is decre-
mented. It should be noted here that the processing order
of the sensor nodes in NodesðMÞ for elimination might af-
fect the solution quality. Finding the maximum number of
sensor nodes that can be eliminated from NodesðMÞ seems
to be a hard problem. Therefore, for the sake of runtime
efﬁciency, we prefer using a simple yet effective solution
scheme.Algorithm 5. eliminateRedundantNodesFunction
In the third phase of the algorithm, in order to improve
the energy quality of selected nodes, the iterative improve-
ment heuristic tries to perform swaps between the se-
lected active sensor nodes and unselected source sets. For
each sensor node s whose residual energy level is less than
the geometric average of the sensor nodes in NodesðMÞ,
the heuristic ﬁnds the set of sensor nodes that will remain
uninferred if s is removed from set NodesðMÞ. Then the
heuristic tries to ﬁnd a ‘‘good’’ subset of unselected source
sets that can replace sensor node s in order to infer the
uninferred sensor nodes when s is removed from set
NodesðMÞ. Here, goodness of a subset of source sets refers
to containing a small number of additional sensor nodes
that have high residual energy levels.
Here we show that the solution to this swapping prob-
lem can be formulated as a subproblemof the original prob-
lem in a much smaller scale. We are again trying to select
source sets for the inference of some nodes, but this time
in a smaller scale. In a given correlation-dominating set
solution M to the original problem W ¼ ðN ; CÞ, ﬁnding a
‘‘good’’ subset of unselected source sets to replace a source
node s fromNodesðMÞ canbe formulated as ﬁnding a ‘‘good’’
correlation-dominating set of the following subproblem
WsubðsÞ ¼ ðN subðsÞ; CsubðsÞÞ; ð9Þ
where
CsubðsÞ ¼ fðS; rÞ : S RM^ r 2 InferðSrcSetðsÞÞ ^ r
R InferðM SrcSetðsÞÞg: ð10Þ
E. Karasabun et al. / Computer NetwN subðsÞ ¼
[
ðS;rÞ2Csub
NodesðSÞ: ð11Þ
In the subproblem WsubðsÞ; CsubðsÞ consists of the correla-
tions among unselected source sets that infer the sensor
nodes of already selected source sets that contains s and that
are not inferred by the remaining source set in M and,
N subðsÞ contains the sensor nodes of source sets in CsubðsÞ.
We use the 0-hop centralized constructive heuristic of
Gupta et al. [1] with our energy-aware beneﬁt function
deﬁned in Section 4.1 for solving the above problem. The
0-hop centralized constructive heuristic is outlined in
Algorithm 6. The reason why we use the 0-hop centralized
constructive heuristic rather than the greedy constructive
heuristic (Algorithm 3) is because of the small scale of
the subproblem. The scale of swapping problem is small
because we are only trying to ﬁnd source sets for inferring
a small set of sensor nodes. Although 0-hop centralized
constructive heuristic takes much more time than the
greedy constructive heuristic for large scale problems,
the running time of 0-hop centralized constructive heuris-
tic is expected to be in acceptable levels for the small scale
of the subproblem, and hence amortizing its better solu-
tion quality compared to the greedy constructive heuristic.
The swapping of sensor nodes inMwith unselected source
sets is outlined in Algorithm 7.
It should be noted here that the notion of ‘‘L-hop’’ refers
to the number of hops that are considered for the formation
of source sets that are added to setM. For example, for 0-
hop centralized heuristic, only the source sets that are the
input of the algorithm are added to setM one by one while
computing the beneﬁt function, whereas for 1-hop central-
ized heuristic, the original source sets that are input of the
algorithm and their 1-hop correlation neighboring source
sets are added to set M (forming a temporary new source
set) while computing the beneﬁt function. Since our simu-
lations showed that there is no signiﬁcant performance dif-
ference in network lifetime performance between 0-hop
and 1-hop centralized heuristics, but there is a very high
runtime performance difference between the two, we have
only used the 0-hop centralized heuristic. Therefore, here
we are only giving the simpliﬁed algorithm for the 0-hop
centralized heuristic saving the reader from the details of
the generalized L-hop centralized heuristic.
Algorithm 6. 0-HopCentralizedHeuristicIn Algorithm 7, sensor nodes in NodesðMÞ, whose resid-
ual energy levels are smaller than the average residual
energy level of M, are considered for swapping, starting
from the sensor nodewith theminimum residual energy le-
vel.We need tomaintain a priority queueQ for the selection
of sensor nodes with low energy levels because new sensor
nodes that are added to NodesðMÞ due to the swap opera-
tions might be considered for swapping in the future itera-
tions. The ﬁrst two inner for loops (lines 7–14) construct
the correlation-dominating set subproblem that will be
solved for the swap of the current sensor node s from
NodesðMÞ. The subproblem is solved at line 15 using
0-hop centralized constructiveheuristic. At line 16, this sub-
problem solution is checked in order to see whether it im-
proves the current quality of M in terms of average
residual energy level. If the newly selected sensor nodes im-
prove the overall solution quality of set NodesðMÞ, then s is
swapped with the newly selected source sets. The 0-hop
centralized constructive heuristic may fail to ﬁnd a solution
for the subproblem, in which case the resulting Msub is not
swapped for the current solutionM. The last two for loops
(lines 19–27) realize the swap operation together with
inserting the newsensor nodes inNodesðMÞ intoQ. It should
be noted that the energy(s) function gives the residual en-
ergy level of sensor node s.
orks 57 (2013) 1124–1138 1131Algorithm 7. performSwapsFunction
1132 E. Karasabun et al. / Computer Networks 57 (2013) 1124–1138The fourth phase of the algorithm is the same as the
second phase. The improved solution NodesðMÞ is pruned
by identifying and deleting the nodes that become redun-
dant after the swap phase.4.4. Minimum Steiner tree construction
After the execution of the iterative active sensor node
determination heuristic, the correlation-dominating set is
established. The correlation-dominating set is unaware of
the network connectivity of the sensor nodes. It only guar-
antees that the constructed set is able to fully sense the
necessary data of the WSN. In order for this data to be suc-
cessfully collected at the data gathering node, the correla-
tion-dominating set has to be fully connected. To establish
the connected correlation-dominating set, we construct a
minimum Steiner tree [2] rooted at the data gathering
node, which connects the sensor nodes in NodesðMÞ by
adding a number of sensor nodes not in NodesðMÞ to
achieve wireless connected active node set. The sensor
nodes that are added to NodesðMÞ by the minimum Steiner
tree construction step are called Steiner sensor nodes. The
objective of minimum Steiner tree algorithm is to keep the
number of Steiner nodes as small as possible. Note that
the Steiner sensor nodes will not need to sense data even
though they will be active. The Steiner nodes will only be
responsible for forwarding data packets towards the data
gathering node.5. Simulations
In this section, we report and discuss the results of the
simulations we performed to test the validity of our pro-
posed approach to the active sensor node determination
problem in wireless sensor networks. For this purpose,
we ﬁrst discuss the energy consumption model used in
our simulations. Then, we report simulation results in dif-
ferent network topologies with different parameters to ob-
serve the performance of the proposed approach.
5.1. Energy consumption model
In order to determine the amount of energy depleted
from each selected sensor node, we deﬁne the following
energy consumption model. After each conﬁguration of
set M as a connected correlation-dominating set, there
are R data gathering rounds until the next conﬁguration.
During any given round, each selected active sensor node
generates one packet towards the data gathering node.
We assume that data aggregation is not applied at inter-
mediate nodes. Let P be the amount of energy that is spent
for transmitting or receiving one packet. We assume sen-
sor nodes use short-range radios and therefore we assume
that the energy spent for transmitting a packet is nearly
the same for receiving a packet. We ignore the energy
spent at the transmit ampliﬁer, since it is very small for
short range radios. Therefore we ignore the effect of the
distance between the transmitter and receiver on the
transmit energy consumption because of short distance.Let G denote the number of descendants of an active sen-
sor node. The total amount of energy spent by a selected
active sensor node in a round is P  2G + 1 and the total
amount of energy spent by a Steiner sensor node in a
round is P  2G. Note that Steiner nodes do not generate
data packets. They only act as routers for packets from
other nodes. The total amount of energy that is consumed
between two successive conﬁgurations is R  (P  2G + 1)
for a selected active sensor node and is R  (P  2G) for a
Steiner sensor node.
5.2. Assumptions and parameter values
The P value, which is the amount of energy that is
spent for transmitting or receiving one packet, is selected
as 0.01 energy units, where the initial energy of a sensor
node is set to be 100 energy units. The R value, which is
the number of data gathering rounds between two conﬁg-
urations, is selected as 100. The communication range be-
tween sensor nodes is assumed to be 20 m. The two main
criteria for making performance comparisons between dif-
ferent approaches is sensor network lifetime and runtime
of the active sensor node determination heuristics. We as-
sume that the WSN is dead and cannot further operate
once a connected correlation-dominating set cannot be
constructed. Unless otherwise stated, the WSN topology
is modeled according to Gaussian distribution with stan-
dard deviation (r) set to 1 on a 150  150 m2 area, where
the data gathering node is selected from the center of the
network. It should be noted that in a WSN topology mod-
eled according to Gaussian distribution, more sensor
nodes are placed around the center of the network as
the r value becomes smaller. The r value indicates the
variation of node positions around the data gathering
node position.
The correlations that deﬁne the inference relationship
among nodes are generated randomly in the simulations.
The three parameters that affect the random correlation
generation process are Cper, Cmaxsrc and Cmaxhop. A candidate
correlation is accepted as a valid correlation if the correla-
tion percentage value that is randomly selected in the scale
of [0,100] is smaller than the deﬁned Cper value for correla-
tion generation. The Cmaxsrc parameter deﬁnes the maxi-
mum number of source sensor nodes that is allowed to
be in a given correlation. Lastly, the Cmaxhop parameter de-
ﬁnes the maximum hop-count in theWSN for sensor nodes
to infer one another. Unless otherwise stated, the correla-
tion generation parameter values are Cper = 50,Cmaxsrc = 5
and Cmaxhop = 3.
For each simulation experiment, 10 different correla-
tion sets are generated with different random seeds. The
average of the 10 simulations on these correlation sets is
reported in the following ﬁgures. This simulation scheme
is used in order to provide average case results in the com-
parison of various active node determination heuristics.
It should be noted here that in this work we assume that
correlations among sensor nodes may exist due to many
reasons which may or may not depend on the communica-
tion topology of the network. The focus of our paper is not
characterizing correlations, but using given correlations to
efﬁciently and effectively decide on nodes to be active.
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lations are for showing the performance of our proposed
heuristics to solve the connected correlation-dominating
set problem. It is up to the speciﬁc WSN application to de-
cide whether or not to consider the actual network topol-
ogy or other factors while deciding on the correlation
model that is best for the developed WSN application.
Moreover, our correlation generation model is not a frame-
work for generating the best set of possible correlations
among the sensor nodes that reﬂect the real data correla-
tions in aWSN. Instead, it provides an example set of corre-
lations that are used to evaluate our proposals for solving
the connected correlation-dominating set problem.
5.3. Simulation results
We ﬁrst performed simulations to determine the
parameters to be used in the comparison of IAND andFig. 1. Performance comparison of 0-hop and 1-hop centralized
heuristics.L-hop centralized heuristics. Once we determined the
parameter values to be used in these heuristics, we com-
pared them in different network topologies. Finally, we
changed the correlation generation parameter values to
further observe and report the performance of the com-
pared heuristics.
Fig. 1 compares the performance of the 0-hop and 1-hop
centralized heuristics with increasing number of nodes. The
0-hop and 1-hop heuristics are L-hop heuristics where L is 0
and 1, respectively. Fig. 1a shows that the network lifetime
performance of the 1-hop centralized heuristic is slightly
better than that of the 0-hop centralized heuristic. The rea-
son for the slightly better network lifetime performance of
the 1-hop centralized heuristic is because of the fact that it
includes a larger set of source sets into M through 1-hop
union of source sets. However, in terms of runtime perfor-
mance, Fig. 1b shows that the runtime of the 1-hop central-
ized heuristic dramatically increases as the networkFig. 2. Effect of (a)  parameter and (b) beneﬁt function scheme on the
performance of the IAND heuristic.
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the 1-hop centralized heuristic even for medium scale
WSNs (and any L-hop heuristic with L larger than 1). For
this reason, we compare our IAND heuristic against the 0-
hop centralized heuristic in the rest of the experiments.
The 0-hop centralized heuristic achieves a solution of rea-
sonably good quality with very short running time. It
should be noted that the runtime of the 0-hop centralized
heuristic is very small compared to that of the 1-hop cen-
tralized heuristic, so that its running time seems to lie on
the x-axis of Fig. 1b. Because of the extremely long runtime
of the 1-hop centralized heuristic, this simulation is per-
formed on a 110  110 m2 area inwhich the number of sen-
sor nodes in the network is varied between 125 and 350.
Fig. 2a shows the effect of the  parameter on the per-
formance of our IAND heuristic. As seen in Fig. 2a, the net-
work lifetime performance of IAND heuristic increasesFig. 3. Performance comparison of IAND, IAND-rand and 0-hop central-
ized heuristic with increasing number of nodes and Gaussian distribution
with r = 1.with increasing  until  = 0.5, and then it begins to
decrease for higher  values. This experimental ﬁnding is
as expected. For small  values, the energy-aware beneﬁt
function gives more emphasis to the BðS;MÞ function,
which considers the number of source nodes and inferred
nodes. For large  values, the energy-aware beneﬁt func-
tion gives more emphasis to EðS;MÞ function, which con-
siders the residual energy levels of the source nodes and
inferred nodes. We have performed this experiment in or-
der to show that selecting the  value affects the WSN life-
time that is obtained using our heuristics. The difference
between different  values might seem small, however,
as it can be seen from Fig. 2a, there is a value of
( = 0.5) for which WSN lifetime is further improved. This
information is useful to ﬁx  at best possible value and do
all other simulation experiments with this ﬁxed value.
Fig. 2b shows the effect of three different energy
averaging schemes proposed in Section 4.1 for our en-
ergy-aware beneﬁt function in the performance of IANDFig. 4. Performance comparison of IAND, IAND-rand and 0-hop central-
ized heuristic with increasing Gaussian distribution r.
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aware beneﬁt function against the beneﬁt function of
Gupta et al. [1] which is referred to as ‘‘base’’ in Fig. 2b.
As seen in the ﬁgure, although the difference is not large,
all proposed energy-aware beneﬁt function schemes per-
form better than the beneﬁt function of Gupta et al. [1],
in terms of their effect on network lifetime. Furthermore,
Fig. 2b conﬁrms our expectation that the geometric aver-
aging scheme performs better than the arithmetic averag-
ing scheme and min–max scheme.
Fig. 3 shows the IAND heuristic compared with the
0-hop centralized heuristic as the WSN becomes denser.
In Fig. 3, we also display the simulation results for an IAND
version in which a random constructive heuristic is used
instead of the greedy constructive heuristic given in Algo-
rithm 2. This random constructive heuristic selects source
sets randomly until the correlation-dominating set is con-
structed. IAND-rand results are given here to show theFig. 5. Performance comparison of IAND, IAND-rand and 0-hop central-
ized heuristic in a uniform topology.effectiveness of iterative improvement heuristic even
when a simple constructive heuristic is used for ﬁnding
an initial solution. Thus, the IAND-rand heuristic is com-
posed of the random constructive heuristic followed by
the iterative improvement heuristic. As seen in Fig. 3a,
both IAND and IAND-rand perform considerably better
than the 0-hop centralized heuristic in terms of average
network lifetime, while IAND performs better than IAND-
rand. As seen in Fig. 3b, the proposed IAND heuristics run
drastically faster than the 0-hop centralized heuristic and
the runtime performance gap increases considerably with
the increasing network density in favor of IAND heuristics.
Fig. 4 compares the performance of the IAND and IAND-
rand heuristics with the 0-hop centralized heuristic as the
r value of the Gaussian distribution of the given WSN
topology increases while the number of nodes stays as
500 in the same area. It should be noted here that theFig. 6. Performance comparison of IAND, IAND-rand and 0-hop central-
ized heuristics as the Cper value is increased, where Cmaxsrc = 5 and
Cmaxhop = 3.
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Similarly, Fig. 5 compares the performance of the IAND
and IAND-rand heuristics against the 0-hop centralized
heuristic in a uniform network topology as the number of
nodes in the same area increases. Fig. 4b compares the
heuristics in terms of their run-time performance. We
can see from this ﬁgure that the IAND approach is able to
achieve better network lifetime performance for small val-
ues of r where the network topology is skewed and denser
around the data gathering node. As also seen in Fig. 4a, the
performance gap between the IAND heuristics and the 0-
hop centralized heuristic becomes smaller with increasing
r. However, as seen in Fig. 5a, there is still considerable
network lifetime performance difference between IAND
approach and the 0-hop centralized heuristic in the uni-
form WSN topology. As seen in Fig. 4b, the runtime perfor-
mance gap between IAND and the 0-hop centralized
heuristic stays the same with increasing r. As seen inFig. 7. Performance comparison of IAND, IAND-rand and 0-hop central-
ized heuristics as the Cmaxsrc value is increased, where Cper = 50 and
Cmaxhop = 3.Fig. 5b, the IAND heuristics run drastically faster than the
0-hop centralized heuristic as the number of nodes in the
uniform WSN topology increases.
The main reason for the decrease in the network life-
time performance gap between IAND heuristics and 0-
hop centralized heuristic with increasing r is because of
the fact that when the network topology is uniform, the
nodes around the data gathering node constitute a bottle-
neck for the performance of all heuristics. The energy lev-
els of the sensor nodes around the data gathering node
deplete faster than other nodes in the network because
the sensor nodes around the data gathering node have
more descendant sensor nodes and therefore they need
to forward more packets than other sensor nodes. Since
the sensor nodes around the data gathering node deplete
their energy levels and become unusable, it becomes hard-
er to construct a connected correlation-dominating set in a
uniform topology. That is why all the approaches were notFig. 8. Performance comparison of IAND, IAND-rand and 0-hop central-
ized heuristics as the Cmaxhop value is increased, where Cper = 50 and
Cmaxsrc = 5.
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This experimental ﬁnding was also reported in [21,22].
Fig. 5a also shows that in uniform WSN topology, the net-
work lifetime performance gap between the IAND and
IAND-rand heuristics is quite small.
Figs. 6–8 are presented to show the effect of the corre-
lation-set generation parameters Cper, Cmaxsrc and Cmaxhop in
the performance comparison of heuristics. Figs. 6–8 show
the performance variation of IAND and 0-hop centralized
heuristic when varying one of the parameters while ﬁxing
the other two. The simulations were performed with a 500
node WSN network.
As seen in Fig. 6a, with increasing Cper value, the net-
work lifetime performance of all heuristics increase while
the performance gap between IAND and 0-hop centralized
heuristic remains nearly the same. Fig. 6b shows that the
runtime performance gap between IAND and 0-hop cen-
tralized heuristic becomes smaller as the correlation per-
centage increases. This is because, as the Cper value
increases, the number of available candidate source sets
increases and hence the number of passes over the candi-
date source sets performed by the 0-hop centralized heu-
ristic decreases.
As seen in Fig. 7, the Cmaxsrc value does not affect the
network lifetime and runtime performance of the heuris-
tics considerably. This behavior might be attributed to
the possibility that the size of the union of source sets that
constitute the connected correlation-dominating set re-
mains nearly the same with varying Cmaxrsc value.
As seen in Fig. 8a, the increase of the Cmaxhop value in-
creases the performance gap between IAND and 0-hop cen-
tralized heuristic in favor of IAND. As the Cmaxhop value
increases, more sensor nodes that are distant from each
other are able to infer one another. This allows the iterative
improvement heuristic to perform more swap operations
which in turn increases the network lifetime performance.
As seen in Fig. 8b, the runtime performance gap between
IAND heuristics and 0-hop centralized heuristic remains
nearly the same when Cmaxhop is increased.6. Conclusion
In wireless sensor network (WSN) applications where
data gathered by different sensor nodes is correlated, all
sensor nodes need not be active for the WSN to be func-
tional. In such WSN applications, selecting a set of active
sensor nodes in the network is a critical issue for the per-
formance of the WSN. In this work, we considered the
problem of ﬁnding an active subset of nodes that are con-
nected and can infer the correlated data of the inactive sen-
sor nodes. This problem was formulated as an instance of
the connected correlation-dominating set problem. In or-
der to solve the connected correlation-dominating set
problem in the context of WSNs, we have proposed and
developed an Iterative Active sensor Node Determination
(IAND) heuristic that is composed of a fast constructive
heuristic followed by an effective and runtime-efﬁcient
iterative improvement heuristic. The constructive heuristic
is a fast algorithm that provides an initial solution for the
iterative improvement heuristic. This initial solution iscomposed of selected active sensor nodes that constitute
a correlation-dominating set for the given network.
The iterative improvement heuristic performs a se-
quence of swap operations to further improve the quality
of active sensor nodes while preserving the correlation-
dominating set property of the set of active sensor nodes.
The swap operations take place between the selected sen-
sor nodes in the current correlation-dominating set and
the unselected source sets. The problem of ﬁnding a ‘‘good’’
swap for a given selected source node was formulated as a
subproblem of the original correlation-dominating set
problem. We used the 0-hop centralized heuristic of Gupta
et al. [1] for solving this swap subproblem due to the
small-size of the subproblem.
The extensive simulations that we performed showed
that the proposed approach can efﬁciently compute an ac-
tive sensor node set and can be effective in prolonging the
network lifetime. We also compared our approach with a
state-of-the-art approach. The simulation results showed
that our approach can perform considerably better in
terms of WSN lifetime than the existing approach, while
achieving drastically better runtime efﬁciency.
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